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Self-Imagesof Hawks and Doves:
A Control Systems Model of Militarism
Brian D'Agostino
Center on Violence and Human Survival, City Universityof New York

According to prevailing cognitive models, hawk and dove policy preferences
originate in divergent informationabout the causes of war, not in divergent
motivations. However, datafrom a June 1990 surveyof the Council on Foreign
Relations and two attentivepublics indicate divergent motivations. Hawk and
dove policy preferencesare associated, for males, with "macho"and "idealistic" self systemsrespectively.Femalehawksand doves are alsofound to maintain
distinctive self-images.
While the present data supportthe contributionof personality to behavior,
the contributionof cognition also has some empirical support. A new control
systems model of political behavior is presented, subsumingthe partial truthsof
cognition-drivenand personality-drivenexplanations. Origins and dynamics of
the hawkpersonality are briefly explained in terms of social learning and psychoanalytic theories. The article concludes withpractical recommendationsfor
reducing militarismat its psychological sources.
KEY WORDS: androgyny;authoritarianism;
belief systems; Machiavellianism;personality

This articlepresentssurveydataon self-image and militarismthatchallenge
purely cognitive explanationsof political behavior.Controltheory-or the theory of self-regulating,negative-feedbacksystems-is used to bridge the conceptual rift thatcurrentlyseparatespersonality-drivenfrom cognition-drivenexplanatory models. The article concludes with some practical implications of the
presentdata and theory for the reductionand eventualeliminationof international violence.
Personalitytheoriststend to view the individualas an aggregateof complex
needs and wants, some pathological, which drive and explain behavior(Reich,
1970; Lasswell, 1948; Adorno et al., 1950; Christiansen, 1959; McClelland,
1975; Etheredge, 1978, 1979; deMause, 1982). Cognitive theorists, on the other
hand, tend to view the individualas an informationprocessorwhose behavioris
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determinedby his or her perceptionsof the environment(Simon & March, 1958;
Verba, 1961; Jervis, 1976; Larson, 1985; Taber, 1992). It is argued here that
these internaland externalsources of behaviorneed to be broughtinto a common
frame of reference and that control theory provides a basis for doing just that.
Before proceeding to discuss this control systems model, however, it will be
helpful at this point to outline the basic featuresof the cognition-drivenmodel.

I. THE COGNITION-DRIVEN MODEL
One of the classic formulationsof the cognitive explanation of political
behavior is Perception and Misperception in InternationalPolitics by Robert
Jervis (1976). For the sake of simplicity, this version of the cognition-driven
model will be presentedas an initial frame of reference.
Jervis undertakesto explain nationalsecuritypolicy preferencesin terms of
cognitive factors.1This aim is conveyed in the author'sdesignationof hawks as
"deterrencetheorists"and doves as "spiraltheorists."Differencesin policy preferences are conceptualized not as the characteristicstances of two different
animals, but as a scientific debate between proponentsof equally rational but
competing theories or schemas.
For Jervis, the divergent policy preferencesassociated with each of these
schemas flow logically from differentassumptionsabout how the world works.
Deterrence theorists believe that the fundamentalcause of war is the appeasement of aggressors, for example, Britain'sappeasementof Hitler in the 1930s.
Only the preparednessand willingness to use force can detersuch aggressionand
prevent war. This belief explains the policy preferencesof deterrencetheorists,
which are characterizedby willingness to compete in armsraces, and to threaten
and, if necessary, fight wars. Should deterrencefail because the aggressor believes its adversaryis bluffing, successfully fighting a war will restore the defending nation'scredibility,enabling it to successfully preventwar in the future.
Spiral theorists, on the other hand, believe that the fundamentalcause of
war is the escalating spiral of threatthat occurs when nations act to deter one
anothermilitarily.Thus, in the decade prior to 1914, a naval arms race and an
escalation of threatsbetween Germanyand Britainled to war. From this belief
about how wars are caused, spiral theoristsderive policy preferencesinvolving
unilateralinitiatives to reduce threats, which would make possible a bilateralor
'I share Jervis's implicit assumptionthat hawk and dove policy preferences in fact matter. For a
critiqueof the view that elite policy preferencesare an epiphenomenonof the bureaucraticenvironment in which foreign policy is made, see Self Perceptionand National SecurityPolicy (D'Agostino,
1993, ChapterTwo), which is based upon Art (1973) and Hilsman(1992). This chapteralso contains
an original critique of Verba's (1961) and Larson's (1985) views that policy preferences are an
epiphenomenonof the internationalenvironment.
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multilateralprocess of military deescalation. In summary,for Jervis the policy
preferences of deterrence and spiral theorists originate in different cognitive
schemas of how the world works, specifically, of how wars are caused.
Universal cognitive mechanismsare invoked to explain how such schemas
develop. The basis of these mechanisms is the finite informationprocessing
capability of the organism, and the consequent need to simplify experience,
which would otherwise overwhelm the individual with information. In some
cases, the specific simplificationstrategyused may result in misperception,as in
misguided use of the Hitleranalogy. However, even in such cases it is rationalto
persist with the schema as long as it works at all, since it is not possible to
dispense with schemas altogether, and there is no way of knowing a priori
whether a particularschema is fitting or not.
In a more recent study co-authoredby Jervis (Koopman,Snyder, & Jervis,
1990), this feature of cognition in which the individual'sbelief system at any
given time sets subjective parametersfor what will be perceived is describedas
"theory driven" as opposed to "data driven." This is consistent with a "data
driven"process also operatingon a longer time-scale, as describedin Perception
and Misperception. There Jervis argues that belief systems have their ultimate
origin in data and undergo long-term transformationsto better accommodate
data, much like the formationand periodic transformationof paradigmsthought
to characterizethe evolution of science (Jervis, 1976; Kuhn, 1970).
Jervis suggests that different histories of experience of the international
environmentgive rise to differentbelief systems. Specifically, the experienceof
World War I created a generationof policy-makerswho then attemptedunsuccessfully to cope with fascism on the basis of spiraltheory.Those for whom the
failureof appeasementand the subsequentoutbreakof WorldWarII were formative experiences turnedto deterrencetheory, which became the schema for coping with Soviet communism.
Although Jervis presentedhis cognitive explanationof political behavioras
a scientific hypothesis, in nearly two decades neitherJervis nor anyone else has
systematically subjectedthis model to empiricaltesting. (For this observationI
am indebted to an anonymous Political Psychology reviewer). However, two
predictionscan be tested, among others. First, if the model is correct, we would
expect statistically significant differences in policy preferencesbetween World
War I and World War II age cohorts. An adequate data set for testing this
statistical hypothesis is not readily available and would have to be assembled
from historicaldocuments, but such researchwould have a high scientific payoff
for anyone undertakingit.
Another element of the cognition-drivenmodel, the theory that short-term
belief system stability serves a purely cognitive or heuristicfunction, is the basis
for a second prediction.If "deterrence"and "spiral"theories are simply schemas
for making sense of the world, just as scientific theories are, individual differ-
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ences in political belief systems should be uncorrelatedwith differences in self
psychology. Thus, we would expect no correlationbetween hawk/dove beliefs
and self-perception,just as we would not expect proponentsof competing biochemical theories to differ systematicallyon the dimension of self-perception.
This predictedindependenceof political belief systems from personalityshould
hold all the more for policy elites and attentive publics, whose professional
trainingand/or significantknowledge of public affairsis believed to make them
more objective than the general public (Verba, 1961).
Survey data presented in Section III, however, indicate that hawks and
doves do differin theirself-perception,with male hawks maintainingan image of
themselves as "notfeminine,"male doves maintainingan image of themselves as
"idealistic," and female hawks and doves also maintaining distinctive selfimages. For a data set of 328 male elites and attentive publics, 44% of the
variance in national security policy preferencesand relatedbeliefs is explained
by self system differences. Insofar as policy preferencesare a function of self
system needs, it would appear that the personality-drivenmodel of political
behavior is applicable.
II. PERSONALITY, COGNITION, AND CONTROL SYSTEMS
The relationship between self and beliefs established by the present research, while calling into question a purely cognitive explanation of political
belief systems, does not supporta purely personality-drivenexplanation. Prior
research has established that policy preferences are to some extent related to
informationexposure (Page & Shapiro, 1992; Bartels, 1993). Much of the 56%
of policy preferencevariancethatis unexplainedby self system differencesin the
present model may be the result of differences in informationexposure, especially those resulting from the individual's location in one or anotherpolitical
subculture.
Controltheoryprovidesan alternativeto one-sidedexplanationsof behavior
in terms of externalinformationon the one hand, or internalneeds and motivations on the other. The familiar example of a thermostatillustrates the basic
structureof all control systems, including living organisms. In the case of the
thermostat,the system controlsroom temperatureby continuouslycomparingits
perceptionof this variablewith a "referenceperception,"namely, the thermostat
setting. When perception deviates significantly from the reference perception,
the resultingerrorsignal activatesa heateror air conditioneruntil room temperature is returnedto the level establishedby the thermostatsetting.
In the control theory framework,all humanbehaviorcan be viewed as the
output of one or another control system, organized into a hierarchy of such
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systems (Powers, 1973; Carver& Scheier, 1981; Hershberger,1989; Robertson
& Powers, 1990; Marken, 1992). Elementarysensory inputs and motor outputs
constitute the base of the individual'scontrol hierarchy,which interactsdirectly
with the environment.Higher levels correspondto the individual'shierarchyof
purposes, such as doing word processing, writing to a senator, and performing
one's civic duties. At the apex of the individual'scontrolhierarchyis the regulation of self-image, which constitutesthe personality(Hershberger,1989; Carver
& Scheier, 1981; Powers, 1973). This includes genetically programmedbodily
needs as well as higher orderneeds such as "self actualization"(Maslow, 1976)
and "symbolicimmortality"(Lifton, 1979). A hierarchicalcontrolmodel of male
militarism,with the self system at the apex and the belief system subdividedinto
two levels is given in Figure 1.
At every level of the individual'scontrol hierarchy,as shown in Figure 1,
behavioraloutputis jointly determinedby the comparisonof perceptualinputor cognition-with a reference perception. The perceptualinput, which ultimately originatesin the environment,is the externalcomponentof behavior.The
referenceperception, which ultimatelyoriginatesin the self system, is the internal component. Negative feedbackloops continuouslylink perceptionand reference perception. This control systems model specifies the mechanismby which
the externaland internalsources of behaviorinteract,and thereforethe natureof
the onesidedness involved in trying to explain behavior entirely in terms of
personality or in terms of cognition.
In this article, the behaviorto be explained is supportfor or opposition to
militaristpolicies, which is viewed as outputof the individual'sbelief system.2
Like other control systems, the nationalsecurity belief system receives perceptual input from lower level systems and compares this input to a reference
perception,in this case involving the militarypower of the individual'snation. A
"hawk"can be defined as an individualwho seeks to maintainhis or her nation's
militarypower at a high level, while a "dove"seeks to maintaina low level (or
zero, in the case of pacifists). Precisely what constitutes "high"or "low" was
operationalizedin the present researchby the extent of agreementor disagreement with 25 hawk and dove policy preferences and related beliefs. The term
"militarism"is used here as synonymous with the hawk/dove policy preference
dimension.
2It is necessary to distinguish two aspects of political belief systems, the cognitive and behavioral.
The input side of a belief system consists of cognitive schemas thatenable the individualto classify
incoming informationon the basis of past experience. The output side consists of political preferences that guide behavior.The term "belief system"is commonly used to refer to both schemas and
preferences. Taber(1992) explicitly conceptualizescognitive and behavioralaspects of belief systems in terms of input and outputfunctions. Following the literatureon control theory, D'Agostino
(1993) makes fully explicit how the input and output functions are continuously linked through
negative feedback loops.
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Fig. 1. A hierarchicalcontrol systems model of male militarism.
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In anotherpartof the survey,subjectsprovideddataon self-perceptionusing
a list of 72 adjectives descriptive of personality.If the reference perceptionfor
militarypower originates in the individual'sself system, then much of the variance in belief systems across individuals would be explained by self system
differences, which is precisely what the data indicate.
A control systems model also predicts, however, that partof belief system
variance is attributableto variationsin perceptionacross individuals. While the
mass media component of informationexposure can be assumed to vary little
across individuals, reflecting national standardizationof the media (Page &
Shapiro, 1992), the individual'slocation in this or thatpolitical subculturecan be
expected to producedifferencesin informationexposure across individuals. For
example, membersof a liberal/leftpartywould be exposed to divergentinformation about national security policy comparedto employees of a weapons contractor.
An empirical investigation of the external informationalbases of national
security policy perception, involving both common and divergent sources, is
beyond the scope of this article. However, the particularcontrol systems model
developed here, which is limited to examining the self and beliefs levels of the
individual's hierarchy,is consistent with the finding that 56% of belief system
variance is unexplained by self system differences. How much of this unexplained variancecan be attributedto differencesin perception(thatis, cognition)
is an empirical question for future research.
The above discussion of belief systems in terms of the relative quantitative
contributionsof perceptionsand referenceperceptionscan be furtherclarifiedby
viewing cognition-drivenand personality-drivenmodels as limiting special cases
of the control systems model. Jervis'smodel of nationalsecuritybelief systems,
for example, is a controlsystems model in which hawks and doves alike are both
seeking the same goal, namely, the prevention of war. Since this overriding
referenceperceptionis the same for all individuals,it ceases to be a variableand
drops out of the model, leaving different histories of perception as the only
variable explaining the divergent behavioraloutputsof hawks and doves. Conversely, the control systems model can be viewed as a cognitive model in which
reference perceptions have been made explicit and permitted to vary across
individuals.

III. DATA
A two-partmail survey on self-perceptionand nationalsecuritybeliefs was
completed by 413 U.S. policy elites and membersof attentive publics in June
and July 1990. A demographicsand voting record questionnairewas also in-
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cluded, but was of only peripheralinterest in the present research. The subpopulationsand sub-sampleswere as follows:
Males
Females
=
= 85)
(N
(N
328)
Policy Elites
Council on Foreign Relations
AttentivePublics
Readers of National Review
(Edited by William F. Buckley, Jr.)
Individualsattendingthe annual
"Socialist Scholars Conference"
(hosted by City University of New York)

228

16

48

18

52

51

Hawk and Dove Belief Systems
For the belief system partof the survey,25 sentencesregardingU.S. national securitypolicy were evaluatedon a 9-point scale from "disagreevery strongly"
through "no opinion" to "agree very strongly."The statementsfocused on the
role of military power in U.S. foreign policy. Thirteen of these were "dove"
statementscritical of the extent of U.S. reliance on militarypower and/or advocating increased reliance on internationallaw and organization. Twelve were
"hawk" statements favoring continued reliance on various forms of military
power. Figure 2 gives these statementsas they were presentedto survey participants, except they are labeled with "H" and "D" to indicate hawk and dove
policy preferences.The scale is highly reliable, havinga Cronbach'salphaof .95
for the male data set (see TechnicalAppendix).
Factor analysis of the beliefs data produceda hawk/dove factor on which
the 12 items labeled a priorias hawk items had positive loadings and the 13 dove
items had negative loadings (see TechnicalAppendix). The emergence of this
bipolarfactor confirmsearlierfactor analytic studies showing "militarism"to be
one of the main dimensionsstructuringforeignpolicy beliefs (Hurwitz& Peffley,
1987). Two other dimensions explored in prior research, anticommunismand
isolationism/internationalism,were not systematicallyrepresentedin the present
survey instrument. This militarism policy preference dimension was virtually
identical (r > .95) for elites and attentivepublics, males and females. The scores
of individuals on this militarismdimension were the dependentvariable of the
present study.
It should be noted that the militarismscale does not equate the dove viewpoint with pacifism. Hurwitz and Peffley (1987), while using policy preference
statementssimilarto those used here, attemptto explain these policy preferences

After each statementwrite one numberusing the following scale:
Disagree
Very
Strongly
-4

Disagree
Strongly
-3

Disagree
Somewhat
-2

Disagree
Slightly
-1

No
Opinion
0

The long termdefense needs of the United States
must be evaluated in relation to Soviet capabilities, which remainformidable,not in relation
to Soviet intentions, which can fluctuate.
(H)
The U.S. should maintain or increase budgets
devoted to covert operations and low intensity
warfare.
(H)
The U.S. should promote general and complete
disarmament along with a stronger, reformed
United Nations and other mechanismsof global
conflict resolution.
(D)
Even if a particular weapons system is not
needed for deterrence,we should not underestimate its value as a bargainingchip.
(H)
Americansecurityfor the foreseeablefuturewill
(H)
depend upon nuclear weapons.
The expandingrole of computersin our military
technology is dangerousand makes it more likely that in a time of crisis a war could start by
accident.
(D)
Nuclear weapons are not likely to be eliminated
in the coming decades; the question is how to
manage them so as to minimize the danger of
nuclear war.
(H)
The decision of American leaders to drop the
atomic bomb on Hiroshima was immoral and
(D)
irresponsible.
Trying to develop strategicdefenses would continue the wasteful spiral of weapons technology
without bringing any real security.
(D)
A permanentwar economy since WorldWar II
has underminedthe competitiveness of American civilian industry.
(D)

Agree
Slightly
+1

Agree
Somewhat
+2

Agree
Strongly
+3

Agree
Very
Strongly
+4

Compared to most great powers, the United
States has been fair and humane in its foreign
(H)
policy.
The U.S. should compensatefor quantitativereductions of troops and weapons by modernizing
our remainingforces. _ (H)
Adlai Stevenson was right that U.N. intervention, ratherthan a dangerousU.S. naval blockade, was the responsibleway to resolve the Cuban Missile crisis.
(D)
Gorbachev and his reforms do not change the
fact that Soviet economic and political interests
are opposed to those of the United States.
(H)
The United States should accept the compulsory
(D)
jurisdictionof the WorldCourt.
The militarybuildupunderReaganwas the main
factorthat broughtthe Soviets to the negotiating
table.
(H)
The United States should work with the
U.S.S.R. and other nations to prevent the militarizationof outer space.
(D)
In the period since WorldWarII, Americannuclear and conventional forces have maintained
(H)
peace and order in the world.
Economic conversion of nearly all militaryproduction should be planned now and implemented through disarmament treaties during the
1990's.
(D)
The United States should not support military
regimes that represent rich elites in the Third
World.
(D)
In the period since WorldWarII, the U.S. has
maintainednuclear and conventional forces far
in excess of the nation's legitimate security
needs.
(D)

Fig. 2. National security beliefs.
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After each statementwrite one numberusing the following scale:
Disagree
Very
Strongly
-4

Disagree
Strongly
-3

Disagree
Somewhat
-2

Disagree
Slightly
-1

No
Opinion
0

The use of or threatto use nuclearweapons and
other weapons of mass destructionis a serious
violation of the laws of war and internationallaw
(D)
generally.
The Reagan administration'sbombing of Libya
(H)
effectivelyreassertedAmericanpower.

Agree
Slightly
+1

Agree
Somewhat
+2

Agree
Strongly
+3

Agree
Very
Strongly
+4

The United States has a history of imperialist
violence-against AmericanIndians,LatinAmericans, Vietnamese. . (D)
The U.S. should maintaina vigorous programof
weapons research for the foreseeable future.
(H)

Fig. 2. Continued

in terms of a pacifist core value, namely, categorical opposition on moral
grounds to killing in war. Goertzel (1992) also implicitly equates doves with
pacifists. Not all people who support dove policy preferences, however, are
pacifists. For example, many advocates of "general and complete disarmament"
have historically also advocated world government and thus a nonpacifist centralization of residual military capability in a world of disarmed nation states. The
questionnaire used in the present study therefore included a dove statement on
general and complete disarmament and a strengthened and reformed U.N.
Similarly, in the context of a system of armed nation states, many doves
recognize that specific wars and wartime uses of force can be legitimate. While
Goertzel concedes this point with respect to Einstein and other doves who supported World War II, he interprets this as an inconsistency, having defined doves
as those who categorically oppose war and killing (Goertzel, 1992). This inconsistency does not arise, however, if doves are defined as those who view military
power as an evil to be minimized, with only a minority of doves advocating that
military power be unilaterally reduced to zero. This definition thus includes but
is not limited to pacifists. Some of the dove items in the present survey that
operationalized this definition were:
In the periodsince WorldWarII, the U.S. has maintainednuclearand conventionalforces
far in excess of the nation's legitimate security needs.
The United States has a history of imperialistviolence-against AmericanIndians,
Latin Americans, Vietnamese.
The use of or threatto use nuclearweapons and otherweaponsof mass destructionis
a serious violation of the laws of war and internationallaw generally.
The decision of American leaders to drop the atomic bomb on Hiroshima was
immoral and irresponsible.

Hawk and Dove Self Systems
Identifying the self-perception correlates of militarism required a comprehensive and variegated psychological instrument, if only because of inadequate
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prior knowledge of the relevantvariables. A suitable instrumentwas at hand in
the self-assessment version of the CaliforniaQ-set (Block, 1978, Appendix H).
Each survey participantwas asked to rank 72 adjectives descriptive of personality from "most characteristic"of himself or herself to "least characteristic."
Fromthe controltheoryperspective,each of the 72 self-perceptionvariables
are aspects of self-image that the individualmay or may not actively maintain,
ratherthan inert and static "traits."Those self variablesthat a given individual
ranks closest to the "most characteristic"and "least characteristic"poles of the
ranking are the ones out of the 72 alternativeitems that the individual is most
actively controlling.
Rankingthe 72 self items as a general, multidimensionalequivalentof what
control theoristscall the test for the controlledvariable. This test consists of the
investigator altering or "disturbing"some variable that he or she believes the
subject is controlling; if the subject acts to restore the variable to its original
value, this indicatesthat the subjectis in fact actively maintainingthe variableat
or near some reference value. For example, an investigatorcan test whether a
person is maintainingan image of herself as "cooperative"in a social psychology
experiment by saying "Why are you being uncooperative?"If the subject is
controlling this variable, she will act to restoreher self-image by affirmingthat
she is being cooperative. If the subject is not controlling this variable, her
reaction will typically be one of indifference.
In the process of rankingthe 72 self items, the subjectis confrontedwith 72
potential "disturbances"of his or her self-image. The items that the individual
reacts to most strongly,either positively or negatively, are most revealing about
the aspects of self-image that the person generally controls. Items placed in the
middle of the rankingare neutralto the individual'sself system. Items placed in
the negative pole representvariables for which the person has a low or zero
reference perception. Items placed in the positive pole representhigh reference
perceptions.
While the militarismpolicy preferencefactorwas virtuallyidenticalfor both
sexes, there were importantdifferencesbetween males and females with respect
to self-perception. The male and female self-perception data were analyzed
separately to take account of this gender specificity. Figure 3 gives this selfperceptioninstrumentas it was presentedto survey participants,except that it is
filled in with data representingthe self system of the typical male hawk (see
Technical Appendix). It should be noted that male doves control many of the
same aspects of self as hawks. For example, both types perceive themselves as
"intelligent"and not "cruel, mean."
Female Hawks and Doves
Because the female sample was small (N = 85), findings on the psychology
of female hawks and doves cannot be reliably generalizedto the populationof

I. Self-Perception
Use the following list of adjectivesto describe yourself as honestly as possible. Record the numbers
of the adjectives in the bell-shaped set of columns below.
First, check off the two adjectivesthat are most characteristicof you, recordthem in column 14, and
cross them off the list. Of the remainingadjectives, check off the next two that are most characteristic, record them in column 13, and cross them off. Follow this procedureuntil column 8 has been
completed. Note that the columns closer to the middle contain an increasing number of items, as
indicated above the columns.
When you finish column 8, record the items that are least characteristicof you, beginning with
column 1 and working toward the middle.
Youmustrememberto cross off each item afteryou recordit in orderto avoidrecordingthe same item
more than once.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

absent-minded
affected
aggressive
ambitious
assertive
bossy
calm
cautious
competitive
confident
considerate
contemptuous
cruel, mean
cynical
defensive
dependent
disorderly
dissatisfied

37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.

dull
easily embarrassed
energetic
envious
erotic
extroverted
feminine
frank
grandiose
guileful
hostile
idealistic
imaginative
impulsive
intelligent
introspective
jealous
masculine

55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.

persevering
personally charming
feel powerless
reasonable
rebellious
resentful
reserved, dignified
restless
sarcastic
selfish
self-controlled
self-indulgent
self-pitying
sense of humor
sentimental
shrewd, clever
sincere
sophisticated

strict
stubborn
submissive
sympathetic
tender
timid
touchy, irritable
tough
unconventional
undecided, confused
unhappy
uninterested, indifferent
feel unworthy, inadequate
versatile
feel vulnerable
warm
withdrawn
worried and anxious

10 items per
column
?

I

7 items per
column

6

32

46

24

20

55

7 items per
column

64 42 18 59 51 38
17 71
4 items per
column

1

44

8

54

35 22 61 63 36 34

I

66
'
Itarc
L .11
.,. .

4 items per
column
I

I

60 41 14 62 43 58 68 31

2

r-r

l-

12 57 16 72 48

2 items per
column

3

7

30

13 19 39 65 28 69 15 56

5

47 10 11 37 40

column
I

I

25 29 67 49 27 23 45 52 70 26
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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female policy elites and attentive publics. The problem is exacerbatedby the
nearly three to one imbalanceof doves over hawks in the female sample, which
resulted primarily from a data collection error involving the female National
Review readers. With this proviso, it is still possible to draw some tentative
conclusions from the female data set.
First, although some of the observed self-perceptiondifferences between
female hawks and doves would likely disappearwith a more adequatesample, it
is also likely that some would remain. It is thereforeprobablysafe to say that
female hawks and doves maintain distinctive self-images, although precisely
what these differences are will have to await futureresearch.
Second, most of the self variablesthatdistinguishmale hawks and doves do
not distinguishfemale hawks and doves. This suggest that at least some aspects
of the psychology of militarism are gender specific, which is consistent with
other evidence and theory (Miedzian, 1991).
Third, some aspectsof the psychology of militarismareprobablynot gender
specific. Hawks of both genders view themselves as significantly less "rebellious," "unconventional,"and "erotic" than doves view themselves. This is
consistent with theory and evidence on the relationshipbetween authoritarianism
and militarism,and the origins of both in sexual repression(Adornoet al., 1950;
Reich, 1970). Hawks of both genders also view themselves as higher on self
characteristicsthat seem relatedto the "Machiavellianism"construct(Christie&
Geis, 1970). For females, these items are "cautious"and "guileful";for males
"cautious"and "reserved"would appearto be positive measuresand "idealistic"
a negative measure of Machiavellianism.
Finally, at least one self characteristicassociatedwith feminine "sex-typing"
(Bem, 1974; 1985) predicts militaristpolicy preferencesfor both genders. Specifically, hawks view themselves as significantly less "sympathetic"than doves
view themselves. Items that significantly distinguishfemale hawks from doves
are presentedin Table I and Figure 4.

Male Hawks and Doves
Eighteen items were significantly correlatedwith militarism(p < .01) for
the sample of 328 males (see Table II). Eleven of these items are identical or
comparableto items in the masculine and feminine subscales of the Bem Sex
Role Inventory (Bem, 1974). Like Bem's "androgyny"construct, a construct
here labeled "machismo"is defined as the differencebetween aggregate scores
on these independentlydefined masculine and feminine items (see Technical
Appendix). Figure 5a plots the differencesbetween male hawk and dove means
on the machismo self items. As discussed above, items close to the negative or
positive poles of the self item rankingindicate controlledself variables. Figure
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Table I. Female Self Correlatesof Militarism
(N = 85) (females)
Rankedby magnitudeof correlation
Self dimension

Self variable

Correlation
with militarism

AUTHORITARIANISM(-)
AUTHORITARIANISM(-)
MACHIAVELLIANISM(+)
MACHIAVELLIANISM(+)
FEMININITY(+)
AUTHORITARIANISM(-)

rebellious
unconventional
cautious
guileful
sympathetic
erotic

-.39**
-.38**
.33**
.31 *
-.30*
-.30*

Variable
number
41
63
8
28
58
23

** tail probability< .001
* 1 tail probability< .01

5a shows that "feminine"is apparentlya controlledself variablefor male hawks;
specifically, male hawks controlan image of themselves as "notfeminine." This
datum is consistent with other evidence linking militarism with male gender
insecurity,as discussed in Section IV.
Of the 18 self items that predict militarismfor males, those other than the
machismo items would appear to tap elements of both "Machiavellianism"
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Fig. 4. Female hawk and dove means on authoritarianismand other self items (hawk and dove
designated by "H" and "D")

Table II. Male Self Correlatesof Militarism
(N =328) (males)
Ranked by magnitudeand sign of coffelation
Item

Militarism

9

3

4

36

5

6

62

25

58

69

1.00
.17
.09
.11

1.00
.04
.33

1.00
.09

Machismo
9
3
4
36
5
6
62

competitive
aggressive
ambitious
masculine
assertive
bossy
tough

25
58
69
59

feminine
sympathetic
feel vulnerable
tender

-.39
-.26
-.18
-.13

-.15
-.18
-.26
-.01

-.15
-.25
-.27
-.18

41
30
23
63

rebellious
idealistic
erotic
unconventional

-.28
-.28
-.26
-.19

-.20
-.13
-.04
-.17

-.13 -.17 -.05 -.1I1
-.20 -.08
.04 -.14
.06
-.06
.03 -.09
.01
.01 -.10 -.03

55 strict
43 reserved, dignified
8 cautious

.26
.24
.21
.18
.16
.16
.15

.20
.20
.15

1.00
.46
.50
.15
.29
.26
.19

1.00
.37
.18
.53
.39
.21

1.00
.01
.27
.16
.06
-.15
-.22
-.17
-.09

1.00
.16
.13
.09
-.26
-.07
-.24
-.1I1

.03
.14
.13
.02
.05 -.01
-.01 -.08
-.06 -.16 -.05 -.07

1.00
.41
.25
-.06
-.19
-.21
-.17

1.00
.06

1.00

-.07
-.15
-.21
-. 10

-.11
-.07
-.24
-.15

-.14
-.09
-.03
-.07

.06
-.08
-.01
.13

.11
.15
.31i
.07

.14
.25 -.18
.06
-.15
-.13 -.01 -.01
-.07 -.16 -.13 -.09

.00
.04
.27 -.00
.04
.05
.05 -.08
-.07
-.03
.03

-.09 -.12 .02
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Fig. 5a. Male hawk and dove means on machismoself items (hawk and dove designatedby "H"and
"D")

(Christie & Geis, 1970) and authoritarianism(Adomo et al., 1950; Altemeyer,
1981). These items and their relation to the two prior constructs are given in
Table III. Since these items were found to be intercorrelated,they were used to
define a single self construct.While Machiavellianismand authoritarianismpertain respectivelyto the calculatingand unconsciousaspects of power, the inverse
of both can be called "liberation,"which was chosen as the label for this construct.
Control theory provided a rationale for conceptualizing and labeling this
construct in terms of the inverse of Machiavellianismand authoritarianism.Of
the seven self variablesthatdefine this construct,only "idealistic"is close to one
of the poles of the self item ranking, as shown in Figure 5b. More specifically,
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Table III. Relation of Male Self Variables
to Prior Constructs
Self Variable

Prior Construct

idealistic
cautious
reserved*

MACHIAVELLIANISM(-)
MACHIAVELLIANISM(+)
MACHIAVELLIANISM(+)

rebellious
unconventional
erotic
strict
dignified*

AUTHORITARIANISM(-)
AUTHORITARIANISM(-)
AUTHORITARIANISM(-)
+)
AUTHORITARIANISM(
AUTHORITARIANISM(+)

*"reserved"and "dignified"were combined into a single self variable(item #43), which may be regardedas
tappinga complex personalitytraitin which Machiavellianism and authoritarianismoverlap.

highly idealistic males control this self variable, while the less idealistic males
tend to rank it closer to the center of the self item ranking. In other words,
idealism is a more important motivation for idealists than any self variable is for
nonidealists (Machiavellians).
These data have important implications for the concept of Machiavellianism. Specifically, it would appear that high scorers on the Machiavellianism
construct are not characterized by a distinctive motivational system, while low
scorers are. I would argue that what was originally called Machiavellianism is
the element of detachment in the motivational system Miedzian (1991) calls the
"masculine mystique." This is consistent with evidence that the Machiavellianism construct tends to be specific to males (Christie & Geis, 1970). What
remains of the original Machiavellianism construct is the idealism of the low
scorers, which should therefore be conceptualized and labeled in terms of the
inverse of Machiavellianism.
The present data set also sheds new light on the topic of authoritarianism.
While few U.S. elites score high on prior measures of authoritarianism, such as
the F scale and Altemeyer's RWA scale (Christie, 1991), the authoritarianism
items in the present survey elicited significant variance from the Council on
Foreign Relations sample. The difference is that these items directly tap the self
system referred to by the original concept of authoritarianism, while prior constructs were indirect measures consisting of propositions about the world.
The fact that U.S. elites score low on these prior measures of authoritarianism simply means, I would argue, that they have more sophisticated understandings of the world than mass public authoritarians. The present data, however,
indicate that authoritarianism defined and measured directly in terms of selfimage may be found even at high levels of sophistication. This new finding, as
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Liberation
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Fig. 5b. Male hawk and dove means on liberationself items (hawk and dove designatedby "H"and
"D")

well as the new findings on Machiavellianismreportedabove, are the fruits of
direct measurementof the self system undertakenin the present research.
Classification of the liberation self items into Machiavellianand authoritariancategories, althoughuseful in underscoringthe relation between the present and earlierfindings, mustbe viewed as tentativeand in need of confirmatory
research. Whetherthese concepts are eventually retainedor abandonedin favor
of better ones, the self items here labeled authoritarianand Machiavellianare
in any case empiricallyintercorrelatedand stronglypredictiveof militaristpolicy
preferences.
The correlationmatrixof all 18 self items with one anotherand with aggregate militarismscores is given above in TableII. Since both the machismo and
liberationdimensions are defined by positive and negative measures, aggregate
scores on each dimensionwere calculatedby subtractingthe individual'stotal on
the negative measuresfrom his total on the positive measures. (For "liberation,"
items 41, 30, 23, and 63 were counted as positive). The same method was used
to calculate aggregatescores on the militarismdimensionbased on scores on the
12 hawk and 13 dove policy preferencemeasures. The two self constructsand
the militarismpolicy preferenceconstructwere then intercorrelatedand corrected
for attenuation.Table IV gives the regression of militarismon machismo and
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Table IV. Multiple Regression of Militarismon Liberationand Machismo Self Dimensions
(N = 328) (males)
1-tailed signif. p < .001
Correlations
[correctedfor attenuation]

Militarism
Liberation
Machismo

Militarism

Liberation

Machismo

1.0000
-0.5578
0.4921

-0.5578
1.0000
-0.2624

0.4921
-0.2624
1.0000

Variablemeans substitutedfor missing data
Militarism
Dependent variable:
Liberation
Independentvariables:
Machismo
Multiple R
R Square
AdjustedR Square
StandardError

.66296
.43951
.43606
.75096

Analysis of Variance
Regression
Residual
F = 127.42547

DF
2
325

Sum of Squares
143.72014
183.27986

Mean Square
71.86007
.56394

Signif F = 0.0

------------------------------------------ Variablesin the Equation -----------------------------------------Variable
LIBERATION
MACHISMO
(Constant)

B
-.05202
.02878
- .48301

SE B
4.86284E-03
3.33613E-03
.12090

Beta
-.46037
.37130

T
-10.697
8.628
-3.995

Sig T
.0000
.0000
.0001

liberation, which together are found to explain 44% of the variance of belief
systems along the militarismdimension.
IV. DISCUSSION
In additionto providing a coherentpsychological analysis, the control systems model of militarismpresentedabove links internaland external frames of
reference that are normally isolated from one another. At its base, the control
hierarchyof the individualterminatesin the informationalenvironment,linking
the model to an analysis of the society's information infrastructureand the
organizedintereststhatshape it, and thus to media studiesand political economy.
At its apex, the individual'scontrol hierarchyterminatesin the self, linking the
model with self psychology and psychotherapy.
The independentcontributionsof the self and the informationinfrastructure
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to belief systems can be betterunderstoodby consideringthe effects of a given
perceptual input on individuals with three different reference perceptions for
militarypower, then consideringthe effects of independentlyvaryingthe perceptual input. Let us take the example of policy preferencesregardinga proposed
increase in military spending. First, consider the effect on these policy preferences of media coverage depicting the nation's military power as somewhat
adequate for its defense needs. (For a critique of the literatureclaiming that
media exposure has minimal effects, see Bartels, 1993). For hawks, this intermediate perceptionwill be comparedwith a high referenceperceptionfor military power, and the hawk will experiencean errorperceptiondriving supportfor
more militaryspending. For doves, the intermediateperceptionwill be compared
with a low referenceperception,and he or she will experiencethe opposite error
perception, driving opposition to more spending. For intermediates,perception
will match reference perception, and such individualswill take no action.
Now consider the effects on hawks, doves, and intermediatesof media
coverage depictingthe nation'smilitarypower as inadequate.Hawks will experience a greaterdiscrepancyin the same direction as they did with intermediate
coverage and will supportthe spending increase even more vigorously. Other
things being equal, doves will experience less of a discrepancy in the same
direction as they did in the case of intermediatecoverage. They will therefore
oppose the spending increase, but not as vigorously. Intermediates,who are not
normally predisposedto militarism, will experience a discrepancyin this case
that will determine support for the military spending increase, although their
supportwill not be as vigorous as that of hawks. Thus, biases in socially constructed perceptions of public affairs can shift the entire spectrumof political
belief and behaviorto the left or the right.
In summary,the problemof militarismcannotbe reducedto the distribution
of hawk personalities in a given population. Rather,the above analysis makes
clear how militaristpropagandaand ultimatelythe economic interestsserved by
such propagandaare integralto any explanationof militarism.At the same time,
however, a control systems analysis makes clear the independentcontributionof
self psychology to militarism.This side of the analysis yields new and important
insights into the causes of militarismcomparedwith purely cognitive models.
As mentionedabove (p. 265), Jervis'scognitive model assumes that "deterrence"and "spiral"theoristsare equally motivatedto preventwar,3and that their
policy disagreements pertain essentially to the means for best achieving this
universalgoal. This is a purelytheoreticalassumption,unsupportedby any data,
even though the question is an empiricalone. The presentresearch,informedby
3"Militarism"and "war"are relatedbut not identicaltopics; D'Agostino (1993 pp. 10-12) analyzes
the inadequacies of attemptingto explain the outbreakor preventionof individual wars without
reference to the largerprocesses of militarismand the war system.
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different,controltheory assumptions,yields datathatshed light on this question.
While these data and their interpretationare bound to be controversial, such
controversymay sparka fruitfuland neededdebatehavingscientific and political
dimensions.
The data at issue are summarized in Figures 5a and 5b, which depict
statisticallysignificantdifferencesbetween male hawks and doves on two groups
of intercorrelatedself variables. From a control theory viewpoint, the most
importantamong the "machismo"variables is "feminine,"which appearsnear
the negative pole of the self item rankingfor hawks but not for doves. Conversely, "idealistic"appearsclose to the positive pole of the rankingfor doves but not
for hawks. Since "hawks"and "doves"are defined entirelywith respectto policy
preferences and related beliefs, these data can be summarizedby saying that
hawk policy preferencesare associatedwith a "machismo"motivationalsystem,
while dove policy preferences are associated with an "idealistic"motivational
system.
A preoccupationwith preventing war, like every other effort to make the
world more humane, is an aspect of what is commonly meant by "idealism."If
war prevention is a motivationalconstant, as assumed by cognitive theorists,
then hawks and doves would not be expected to differ significantly on the
"idealistic"self variable. This predictionis not borne out by the presentdata, in
which this self variable is strongly correlatedwith hawk/dove policy preferences. To be sure, Figure 5b shows that both hawks and doves score themselves
relatively high on "idealistic"comparedwith the 71 otherself variables,which is
the grain of truthin the constantmotivationassumption.However, this does not
negate the fact that male doves view themselves as significantlymore idealistic,
and thereforepresumablymore preoccupiedwith preventingwar, than hawks.
Conversely, "machismo"would appear to be a motivation significantly
more characteristicof male hawks than doves. Further,Figures 5a and 5b show
that male hawks are moreconcernedaboutbeing "notfeminine"thanaboutbeing
"idealistic,"while for male doves the opposite patternholds. These data should
engender some skepticism towards the unproven assumption that "deterrence
theorists"supporthigh levels of militarypower and frequentrecourseto the use
and threatof force for purelyrationalreasonsassociatedwith the pursuitof peace
and the preventionof war. Rather,the possibility shouldbe exploredthatfor such
males militarypower has a symbolic value associatedwith maintenanceof their
macho self systems.
Whether and to what extent a symbolic valuation of military power overwhelms rationalconsiderationsof actual military utility for hawks is a separate
empiricalquestionbeyond the scope of this article. However, symbolic processes
would go a long way toward explaining why equally well-informed military
experts can differ so sharply in assessing questions of military utility. This is
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apparent,for example, from a comparisonof hawk expert assessments of military utility with those presentedby dove expertssuch as the Boston Study Group
(1982), Gervasi (1986), Rotblatet al. (1993), and Hartung(1994).
Self System Origins and Dynamics
To summarize the above analysis, the present data call into question the
cognitive assumption that personality and motivational systems do not differ
enough across individualsto significantly explain divergences in policy preferences. The origins and dynamics of self systems thereforewarrantsome discussion, for theoretical as well as practical reasons. Specifically, why are some
males macho, some androgynous,and some effeminate?Why are some authoritarianand others idealistic? Because of limitationsof space, this discussion will
be limited mainly to social learning and psychoanalytic explanations of machismo.
Social learningtheoristssuch as Mischel (1970) explain sex role differences
in terms of socialization. According to this view, males vary on the machismo
dimension because some are socialized to be macho, others to be androgynous,
and so on. For example, some boys may be given toy guns to play with, while
others are given dolls as well as guns (dolls other than toy soldiers, that is).4
Although Mischel's focus is on the differencesbetween male and female socialization, which is the usual context of the guns versus dolls example, the same
kind of explanation also applies to differences in sex-typing within the male
population.
Feministpsychoanalytictheoristssuch as Chodorow(1978) and Dinnerstein
(1977) explain sex role differencesin termsof object relations,thatis, incorporation into the adultself system of the individual'sexperienceof the motherduring
infancy. According to this view, a male raisedin infancy almost exclusively by a
female will not be able to achieve a masculinegenderidentityexcept by negating
his early identificationwith the mother.This early identification,however, must
to some extent and on a deep level remainconstitutiveof his self system. As an
adult, therefore,the mother-raisedmale is chronicallyinsecure abouthis gender
identity.
This gender insecurityis depicted at the top of Figure 1 as a control system
set to maintaina zero reference perceptionfor "feminine,"but which succeeds
only imperfectly and with great effort because of continued identificationwith
the mother. Such identification can be understoodas a chronic intrapsychic
4I have no intentionhere of contributingto the myth that playing with dolls makes boys effeminate,
which Miedzian (1991) effectively refutes. The guns vs. dolls example is used simply as a particularly vivid illustrationof the general structureof social learning explanationsof gender identity
formation.For an introductionto specific empiricaltheorieson the effects of war toys and dolls, see
Miedzian (1991).
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"disturbance"in the controltheorysense (see page 269). Accordingto Chodorow,
this system is driven by a negation of the feminine because that is the only way
individualslacking a masculineobject can code masculine sex-typing. (I use the
term "object"in the sense it is used in object relations theory, that is, as the
internalizedexperience of the infant care provider). The negation is therefore
independentof the mother's personality or the quality of mothering, which is
generally overlooked by theorists of compensatorymasculinity who focus on
whether the mother was domineering(a separatesource of insecurity).
Although social learningand psychoanalytictheories of gender identity are
generally presentedas alternativeexplanations,I would arguethat the conflict is
more apparentthan real. Psychoanalyticexplanationscannot account for male
gender insecurity without implicitly referringto socialization. If mother-raised
males did not experience social pressuresto conform to the masculine sex-type,
they would simply remaineffeminateand would experienceno genderinsecurity.
On the other hand, social learningtheory does not by itself take into accountthe
psychological contradictionthat masculine sex-typing creates for mother-raised
males. If males were sex-typedbut entirelyfather-raisedfrombirthonward,their
gender identity would be securely rooted in a masculine object and they would
experience no gender insecurity.
To be sure, at the societal level, sex-typing and assignmentof infantcare to
females can never occur separatelysince they are constitutive of one another.
The above thoughtexperiments,however, help clarify the separatecontributions
at the individuallevel of internalizedsex-typing and genderof object. As shown
in Figure 1, sex-typingprogramsthe individual'sreferenceperceptionfor gender
identity, while gender of object contributesto self-perception. For the motherraised, sex-typed male, a chronic discrepancybetween perceptionand reference
perception is experienced as gender insecurity and drives incessant behavioral
outputs intended to establish his manhood. Since social learning and psychoanalytic theories focus on different aspects of this single control system, they
should be understoodas interdependentratherthan alternativeexplanations.
The above analysis raises the question whether gender of the infant care
providerand sex-typing vary enough within a given cultureto explain differences
in machismo within the male population. In addition to these factors, I would
argue that adult males come to differ on the machismo dimension because of
different developmentalpaths. Some males are more successful than others at
reprogrammingtheir sex-typed reference perceptions, integratingthe repressed
feminine, and achieving androgynouspersonalities.Such developmentwould be
unnecessary for non-sex-typed individuals raised by parents of both genders,
who would be naturallyandrogynousas adults.
As in the case of genderidentityformation,the problemof authoritarianism
can also be conceptualizedfrom a social learningviewpoint (Altemeyer, 1981)
and from a psychoanalytic viewpoint (Reich, 1961; 1970). Here too, social
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learning theory has a contributionto make, but cannot by itself account for
certainfindings, such as the fact thatthe "erotic"self variablein the presentdata
set is negatively correlated with authoritarianismand militarism. This datum
could be predicted, however, from the psychoanalytictheory that people who
idealize the nation and its militarypower are projectingrepressedsexual libido
onto these symbolic objects (Reich, 1970).

Practical Applications
The artificialityof the debate between social learning and psychoanalytic
theoristsis nowheremore apparentthanin the areaof practicalsolutionsto social
problems. (For a systematicpresentationof this viewpoint in the field of clinical
psychology, see Wachtel, 1977; 1987). One of the most successful social programs for inoculating entire populations against psychopathology draws from
both traditions, namely, the teaching of classes in parentingto school children
(Miedzian, 1991). Such classes, which are currentlyavailable in only a small
numberof schools, embody the psychoanalyticinsightthatadequatechild care is
the key to mental health. At the same time, they embody the social learning
insight that even behaviorsas complex as parentingare transmittedby the social
environment, which can and should be designed to create a better society.
It is encouragingthatboys have been found to enjoy these classes in parentas
much as girls. Further,when the classes are mandatoryfor both sexes,
ing
are
relieved of the stigma of choosing to participatein a traditionalfemale
boys
Thus
the classes breakdown the society's gendercaste system and begin
activity.
to preventits attendantpathologies at the social system level. At the same time,
such instructioninfluences the quality of child care, making it possible to break
the vicious cycle of child abuse and the forms of psychopathologyattendantto it
(deMause, 1982; Miller, 1983).
In addition to improvements in the quality of child care and increased
paternalinvolvement, a controlsystems model of political behavioralso suggests
the desirabilityof increasedutilizationof psychotherapiesrelevantto the hawk
self system, especially for policy-makers.The appearanceof authoritarianismas
a correlateof militarismin the presentdata suggests the continuedrelevance of
the ideas of Wilhelm Reich, who was a pioneer in the psychotherapyof the
authoritarianpersonality.Reich reportedsuccess working with the client's body
language to dismantlethe authoritarianself system and release the chronic muscular tension associated it (Reich, 1961).
A second therapeuticprocess relevantin the presentcontext is exemplified
by Jungian analysis (Neumann, 1969; Samuels, 1985; Wehr, 1987). This involves the gradual incorporationof unconscious parts of the self into the conscious self system. For example, a macho male in Jungiananalysis will encoun-
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ter his repressedfeminine side in dreamsand otherproductsof the unconscious.
Throughthe interpretationof these images, the individualbecomes less and less
threatenedby them and eventually recognizes them as parts of himself. This
producesa transformationof the personalityin the directionof androgyny,which
can be expected to heal the gender insecurityassociated with militarism.
While the authoritarianand macho elements of hawk psychology suggest
the relevanceof Reich's and Jung'stherapeuticsystems for hawks, it is less clear
whetherthis means hawks are necessarilypsychopathological.Reich's view was
that authoritarianismand militarismare indeed pathological. Jung, on the other
hand, explicitly rejected the concept of psychopathology.From a Jungianperspective, many male doves arejust as much in need of integratingtheir unconscious "macho"sides as male hawks are of integratingtheir unconscious "feminine" sides.
Assuming this is true, however, the presentdatado not supportthe view that
hawk and dove self systems are psychologically symmetrical.Rather,there is a
symmetrybetween macho ("sex typed")males on the one hand, and effeminate
("cross sex typed")males on the other. While effeminatemales tend to approximate the ideal type of the dove belief system betterthanothermales, the majority
of male doves are androgynousratherthan effeminate. Conversely,psychological androgyny (Bem, 1974) is associated with dove rather than intermediate
policy preferences.

CONCLUSION
The new foundationfor political psychology made possible by controltheowith the two-partdesign (self and beliefs) of the survey research
combined
ry,
presented above, provides a more reliable understandingof the psychological
causes of militarism than was previously available. To be sure, the findings
presented here remain to some extent tentative, to be refined and corrected
through interviews, further survey research, and improved theory-building.
There are, of course, exceptions to the statistical pattern, such as male hawks
who are not motivated by machismo and male doves who maintainmacho self
systems through behaviors other than militarism. Granting these limitations,
however, the present model provides a basis for social practice directed at the
psychological roots of militarism.
The above attemptto draw practicalconclusions from the theory and data
presentedhere is necessarily more tentativeand speculativethan the theory and
data themselves. Yet without such an attempt, this article would remain an
academic exercise only, leaving untouchedthe real world of militarism itself.
The preceding section only begins the task of relatingtheory and data to social
practice;the authorwelcomes a criticaldiscussion of these recommendations,as
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well as different practical conclusions that others may draw from the same
research. Improvedunderstandingsof militarismwill require, in part, reflection
on the successes and failures of such social practice.
Apart from disagreements social scientists may have over the specifics,
however, it should be noted that the practicalapplicationsjust discussed are of a
fundamentallydifferentkind than those generatedby cognition-drivenmodels.
The strongestpracticalrecommendationthe cognition-drivenmodel can make is
that common misperceptions in internationalpolitics can be ameliorated by
awarenessof their origins in cognitive processes. Such common misperceptions
include overestimatingthe centralizationof the adversaryor one's own importance as a target or an influence over others (Jervis, 1976). These and similar
generalizations,however, are essentially statisticaland apply in the first instance
only to large numbersof cases over the long run. They are thereforeof little use
in correctingspecific misperceptions,which resultfrom the applicationof cognitive schemas that are not fitting for particularcases.
Since there is no a priori way of knowing whethera schema is fitting for a
particularcase, the cognitive model leaves policy-makersultimately with the
recommendationof being more cautious in applying schemas. Jervis himself
recognizes the weakness of this advice, since the very process of cognition
requiresthatsome schema be applied. If, on the otherhand, militarismfunctions
for many males to maintainan image of themselves as "not feminine," addressing this underlyinggender insecuritytherapeuticallyand socially can only result
in betterpolicy, thatis, policy less distortedby inappropriatepsychological needs
of the policy-maker.
Of course, militarismhas economic and global/systemic as well as psychological origins. Overcomingmilitarismwill thereforerequireeconomic conversion and other economic reform at the global, national, and local levels. It will
also requirean internationallegal and organizationalframeworkfor disarmament
and common security. The present study, however, indicates that self-system
needs play an importantrole in maintainingmilitaristpolicies and institutions.To
that extent, psychotherapyfor policy-makersand reform of child care arrangements and practices can play importantroles in the conquest of militarism.
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TECHNICAL APPENDIX
This appendix supplementsthe presentationof data in Section III of the
main text, and contains informationon datacollection procedures,responserate,
statisticalmethods, the Q-sort instrumentand its relationto priorconstructs,and
reliability of the self and beliefs constructs.A more detailed version of this and
related informationis containedin Self Perceptionand National SecurityPolicy
(D'Agostino, 1993). Tablesare presentedwithinthis single appendix,ratherthan
as separateappendices.
The 1990 survey involved collection of threekinds of data:(1) a personality
self-assessment, (2) hawk and dove policy preferencesand related beliefs, and
(3) miscellaneous data labeled "demographics"but also including party identification, a presidential voting questionnaire, and questions on the liberalism/conservatism of self, father, and mother. Party identificationwas the only
variablefrom the demographicssection of the presentdata set that met statistical
criteria for inclusion in a regression model with the militarism and self constructs. Party identification was not included, however, because its reciprocal
causal interactionwith policy preferencescould not be modeled with the available data. No other combination of independentvariables explained as much
variance of the dependentvariableas party identificationplus the two self constructs.
A cover letter on Columbia University Political Science Departmentletterhead was mailed with the survey to all members of the Council on Foreign
Relations whose addresseswere availablein Who's Who in America. The letter
mentionedthat the researchwas for a doctoraldissertationunderRoger Hilsman
(a memberof the Council). It describedthe survey as a study of the relationship
between self-perceptionand national security policy preferences.The letter described the target population as "opinion leaders in the field of U.S. foreign
policy" and assured potential participantsthat the data would be strictly confi-
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Table V. Response Rate Data by TargetPopulationand Gender

Council on Foreign Relations
National Review Readers
Socialist Scholars Conference

males
females
males
females
males
females

Individuals
Contacted

Completed
Surveys

Response
Rate

1084
83
193
89
188
195

228
16
48
18
52
51

21%
19%
25%
20%
28%
26%

dential. The only incentive offered was a report of the survey findings, but
participantswere given the option of participatinganonymouslyand forgoing the
report;about half chose to participateanonymously.
Similar letters were sent to members of the two attentive publics. The
surveys were sent in early June 1990, with a follow-up mailing to nonrespondents about,three weeks later. Final response rate data disaggregatedby target
populationand gender are given in Table V.
The investigator'sa priori labeling of the 12 "hawk"and 13 "dove"belief
items was tested empirically by factor analyzing the 25 items. A principal
componentsanalysis extractedthreefactors, the first of which was the militarism
factor and which accountedfor abouthalf the varianceof the 25 x 25 correlation
matrix. The hawk and dove items all had loadingson this factorof more than .50
and in the expected direction. The second and third factors were statistically
weak and are theoretically uninterestingin the present context. These factor
analysis results confirm the assumption that the 25 belief items are in fact
negative and positive multipleindicatorsof a militarismconstruct.Scores on this
constructwere used as the dependentvariableof the present study.
The militarismscores were calculatedby subtractingthe sum of the individual's scores on the dove items from the sum of his or her scores on the hawk
items. This methodproducedaggregatescores thatwere perfectlycorrelated(r >
.99) with the factor scores from the principalcomponents analysis, which are
normalizedand weight the raw data using factor loadings. The nonnormalized
scores, which vary between a theoreticalmaximumof 100 (most hawkish) and
minimumof -100 (most dovish), were suitablefor estimatingthe distributionof
hawks, doves, and intermediatesin the sample. Hawks were arbitrarilydefined
as individualshaving a score of 20 or higher, doves as having a score of -20 or
lower, and "intermediates"as having a score between 20 and -20. By this
definition, about 40% of the male sample (N = 328) were hawks, 32% intermediates, and 28% doves.
Using this classification, the profile of the typical male hawk in Figure 3
was obtainedby computingmean scores on each of the 72 self items for the hawk
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subsample, then rank ordering these 72 items according to their means and
mappingthe rankeditems onto the Q-sort shown in Figure 3. For mathematical
reasons the means themselves tend to cluster closer to the center of the 14-point
scale than the mappedscores resultingfrom rankorderingthe items accordingto
the means. This is apparentfrom a comparisonof the scores in Figure 3 with the
means of select items in Figures 5a and 5b.
Although the presentresearchwas intendedto be confirmatorywith respect
to the predictionthatself and beliefs would be correlated,it was exploratorywith
respect to the question of what the relevant self variables would be. A selfassessment version of JackBlock's CaliforniaQ-set (Block, 1978, Appendix H)
was ideally suited for an exploratorypersonalityassessment of this kind. The
survey facilitated the collection of self profiles by providing a bell-shaped grid
for recording the 72 items, an innovation over Block's data collection design.
The shape of this grid insuredprecise measurementof the negative and positive
poles of the self item ranking,which are the foci of interestfrom a controltheory
viewpoint. At the same time, this grid was easier to complete than a full rank
orderingof all 72 items, thus maximizing response rate.
Block's instrumentwas furtheradaptedto the purposes of the present researchby adding 14 new self items thatwere potentiallyrelevantto the psychology of militarismand by removing 12 items from Block's original set that were
found in pretests to be almost completely uncorrelatedwith militarism. Block's
self-assessment Q-set is given in TableVI, with the items removed from the set
for the 1990 survey indicatedby "X" and the new items given at the bottom of
the table. This modificationof Block's Q-set proved most fruitful, since half the
new items turned out to be significantly correlatedwith the militarism policy
preference dimension. These items are: "aggressive," "erotic," "masculine,"
"strict,""tender,""tough,"and "feel vulnerable"(see Table II).
Table VI also systematically relates the Q-set items to prior personality
syndromes, including Etheredge's "narcissisticpersonality"and the 13 other
types described in "HardballPolitics" (Etheredge, 1979). Since most of these
prior syndromes were either qualitativedescriptionsor indirect measures using
sentences ostensibly referringto the world, parallelswith the directself measures
in Table VI are necessarily somewhat loose and in need of empirical confirmation.
The self system correlatesof militarismwere then identifiedby calculating
bivariatecorrelationsfor each of the 72 self items with the militarismscores. For
the males, 18 of these items were correlatedwith militarismat the p < .01 level.
A principalcomponentsanalysis of these 18 self variablesresultedin a solution
of six factors which, even when rotated, did not have any simple theoretical
interpretation.However, it so happensthatthe 18 items could be sortedinto two
groups on theoreticalcriteria,and the items in each of these groups then proved
to be intercorrelatedin the expected ways, as shown in TableII. The self system

Table VI. 70-Item Self-Assessment Versionof the CaliforniaQ-Set (Block, 1978, Appendix H)
and Relation to Prior PersonalitySyndromes
"X" indicates item not included in the 1990 survey; "+" and "-" indicate items assumed to be positive and
negative measures of the prior syndrome.
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Table VII. Comparisonof Machismo and AndrogynyConstructs

Androgyny
Machismo
I

More masculine
than feminine

Equally masculine
and feminine

More feminine
than masculine

LOW
HIGH

HIGH
INTERMEDIATE

LOW
LOW

_

-

1|l~~~~~~~~

correlates of militarismfor females were also interpretablein relation to prior
constructs, as presentedin Table I.
The above analyses resulted in a dependentvariable labeled "militarism,"
and two independentvariables for the male data set labeled "machismo"and
"liberation."As in the case of the militarismscores, the machismoand liberation
scores were calculated by subtractingthe sum of the individual's scores on the
negative measures from the sum of his or her scores on the positive measures.
The 11 "machismo"self variableswere identicalor comparableto items in
the Bem Sex Role Inventory(Bem, 1974). The machismo constructwas calculated by subtractingthe individual's aggregate score on "feminine"items from
his aggregate score on "masculiine"items, which is similar to the method of
Table VIII. Reliability and Correctionfor Attenuation
Scale Reliabilities

Scale
Militarism
Machismo
Liberation

Cronbach'sAlpha
(numberof items (mean inter-item
in the scale)
correlation)
N
a = N(p)/[l + p(N - 1)]
p
25
11
7

.4418
.1901
.1674

.9519
.7208
.5846

Observed Scale Intercorrelations
r (i, j)

Militarism
Machismo
Liberation

Militarism

Machismo

Liberation

1.0000
.4076
-.4161

1.0000
-.1703

1.0000

Scale Intercorrelations
Correctedfor Attenuation
r (i, j) - \/a(i) x a(j)

Militarism
Machismo
Liberation

Militarism

Machismo

1.0000
.4921
-.5578

1.0000
-.2624

IIIIIIIIII

I

Liberation

1.0000

I~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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calculating Bem's "androgyny"construct. For Bem's purposes, the absolute
value of this differencebetween feminine and masculine scores was the variable
of interest, with zero being a perfect score on this androgynyvariable. In other
words, "cross sex typed"(effeminate)males deviate from androgynyas much as
"sex typed" (macho) males.
In the presentcontext, however, the variableof interestis a linear function
of the difference between feminine and masculine scores. In other words, sextyped males and cross-sex-typedmales define opposite poles of the variable of
interest, with androgynybeing intermediatebetween the two. The relationship
between the androgyny and machismo constructs is summarizedin Table VII.
Reliabilitiesof the militarism,machismo, and liberationconstructsas given
by Cronbach's alpha, are presented in Table VIII. This table also gives the
observed intercorrelationsof the three constructsand the correlationmatrixcorrected for attenuationusing the reliabilities of each scale (Carmines& Zeller,
1979). The multipleregressionof militarismon the liberationand machismoself
dimensions using this correctedmatrixis presentedin TableIV. The standardized
residuals from this model are uncorrelatedwith the independentvariables, indicating a consistency of the data with the assumptions of multiple regression
analysis.
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